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Anne

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

Marilla

freckles

home
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1. This story is about Anne Shirley.   
Ann Shirley is an orphan girl.   
This is also a story about _________________________.

2. “We need help on our farm,” said Marilla.   
“We need an orphan boy.”   
Marilla sent Matthew to the _________________________.

a cat

store

Green Gables

school

a dog

train station

farm

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

train

freckles
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1. The story happens long ago.   
In those days, people did not have a car.   
They used _________________________.

2. A farm is a lot of hard work.   
Marilla wanted someone to help.   
She wanted to adopt an orphan _________________________.

3. One day, Marilla spoke to Matthew.   
“Go to the _________________________,” she said.

4. “An orphan boy will be there,” said Marilla.   
“Bring him back to _________________________.”

an airplane

boy

store

Green Gables

a horse

girl

school

Anne Shirley

a tractor

horse

train station

the train station
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farm

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

train station

freckles

horse

Canada

5. Matthew did what he was told.   
He went to the train station.   
But there was no boy.   
There was only _________________________.

Marilla a girl a horse
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Marilla sat down on the bed.  She felt sorry for this _______________.   

“Tell me about your __________________,” said Marilla.

“I’m 11 years _________________,” Anne said.  “My _______________________ died 

when I was three ______________________ old.  My father ______________________ 

four days later.  That made me an _____________________.”

“I went to _______________ with Mr. and Mrs. ___________________________,”  

said Anne.  “They had three sets of ______________________ in a row.   

Then Mr. Hammond ______________________.”

Marilla had heard enough.

school        live        life

today        old        oil uncle        mother        motor

twist        horses        twins

worked        died        diet

aunt        order        orphan

means       years       months died       stayed       did

hide      live      like Hammond        Shirley        Hammer

boy      girl      goal
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_____  gable 

_____  station 

_____  adopt 

_____  orphan 

_____  mix-up 

_____  freckles

_____  mistake 

_____  twins 

_____  Canada 

_____  hard

1. Both of Anne’s parents died.   
    Now Anne is an _______________________.

2. small brown spots on a person’s skin

3. Jan and Jill are sisters.  They were born on the  
    same day.  They are _______________________!

4. The train leaves the _______________________  
    at 9:00 o’clock.

5. I’m going to _______________________ a puppy!   
    I will take care of it every day.

6. the country above the United States

7. not easy

8. A _______________________ is on a roof.   
    Part of it looks like a triangle.

9. There was a terrible _______________________ at school.   
    The bus driver forgot to pick up our class for a field trip.

10. I only made one _______________________  
      on my math test.

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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Marilla took Anne upstairs to bed and said, “Good night.”

“It’s not a good ____________________ at all,” cried Anne.   

“It is the very ____________________ night of my life!” _______________ said.  

Marilla felt truly ____________________ for the girl.  “If ____________________  

not going to sleep, you _________________ tell me about your ________________,” 

said Marilla.

“I am 11 _______________________ old,” said Anne.  “My _______________________ 

died of fever _________________________ I was three months old.   

My _______________________ died four __________________ later.  That made me 

an _______________________.  I went to live with Mrs. Hammond’s  

_________________________,” said Anne.  “Mr. Hammond got __________________ 

a lot and they had three sets of twins in a row.  Then Mr. Hammond died.”

Marilla didn’t ask any more questions.

party        nice        night

west        worst        best she      see      he

months        years        yours uncle        mother        motor

because        went        when

days       years       doesfather        farther        aunt

can       can’t       cane like       trip       life

happy        scary        sorry I’m        you’re        yours

order        enemy        orphan

sick       drunk       drinkfamily        daughter        fireman
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_____  gable 
 

_____  chore

_____  adopt 

_____  orphan 

_____  freckles 

_____  faded

_____  pond 

_____  heartbroken 

_____  fever

_____  twins 

_____  kind

_____  plain

1. I’m going to the animal hospital  
    to _______________________ a puppy!   
    I will take care of it every day.

2. not fancy

3. My dad is a _______________________ man.   
    He helps people who are poor.

4. The flowers have _______________________.   
    Yesterday they were bright red.  Today they are brown.

5. Yesterday, my friend’s dog died.   
    My friend feels _______________________.

6. A _______________________ is like a small lake. 

7. Jan and Jill are sisters.  They were born on the  
    same day.  They are _______________________!

8. The baby feels hot.  I think she has  
    a _______________________.

9. a child whose parents have died

10. A _______________________ is on a roof.   
      Part of it looks like a triangle.

11. a job that you must do 

12. small brown spots on a person’s skin

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.


